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About This Content
Get 2 Blue Orbs. Each Blue Orb boosts your vitality by 1,000 points.
Note: There are 14 Blue Orbs in the game. You cannot have more than 14 Blue Orbs (20,000 vita 5d3b920ae0
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I was short of 8 blue orb fragments after two runthroughs. Of the 8 of them I know where 7 of them are. However, a few are
extremely frustrating secret missions which I have not the patience to complete. Also the last of the 8 is probably one that I
missed which I need to hunt one by one at all blue orb fragment locations in the stages to check which is the one I missed.
Hence, for just a small amount of money I saved myself potentially a few hours of frustration! (Which I could instead be using
playing the game proper.) After all, I'm playing this for the combat, not for stupid puzzles. If I ever had to restart, I would also
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purchase the 5 and 1 blue orb dlcs: because blue orb fragment hunting is honestly not fun in this game. The remaining 6 blue
orbs can be purchased using red orbs that come naturally over time and do not need to be hunted.. I was short of 8 blue orb
fragments after two runthroughs. Of the 8 of them I know where 7 of them are. However, a few are extremely frustrating secret
missions which I have not the patience to complete. Also the last of the 8 is probably one that I missed which I need to hunt one
by one at all blue orb fragment locations in the stages to check which is the one I missed. Hence, for just a small amount of
money I saved myself potentially a few hours of frustration! (Which I could instead be using playing the game proper.) After all,
I'm playing this for the combat, not for stupid puzzles. If I ever had to restart, I would also purchase the 5 and 1 blue orb dlcs:
because blue orb fragment hunting is honestly not fun in this game. The remaining 6 blue orbs can be purchased using red orbs
that come naturally over time and do not need to be hunted.
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